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[1] The aim of this work consists to infer the most probable mixing state of aerosols over the European continent during the heat wave of summer 2003, where large concentrations of biomass burning and anthropogenic aerosols have been observed. The methodology presented here is based on the Single Scattering Albedo (SSA) sensitivity to the mixing state of particles. Three different mixing cases; external mixing, internal mixing, and core-shell type mixing have been considered. Composite SSA has been computed for this intense pollution event over Europe and are compared with the AErosol ROBotic NETwork (AERONET) retrieved SSA values. The most probable mixing state seems to be core-shell mixing, with secondary aerosols coating over primary soot and mineral dust. This work underlines clearly that this specific representation should be used in modeling exercises for simulating anthropogenic and/or biomass burning direct and semi-direct aerosol effects and climate impact over the European region. Citation: Péré, J. C., M. Mallet, B. Bessagnet, and V. Pont (2009), Evidence of the aerosol core-shell mixing state over Europe during the heat wave of summer 2003 by using CHIMERE simulations and AERONET inversions, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L09807, doi:10.1029/2009GL037334.

1. Introduction

[2] Classically, two hypotheses could be used for treating aerosol mixing state in climate models. The most common approach is the external way, in which each particle consists of only one chemical substance. The other one consists in modeling aerosol optical properties by using the internal mixture (all particles contain a mixture of species from each of the sources), which could in turn be divided in two representations: the “pure homogeneous” and the “core-shell” one. The treatment of the mixing state of particles into climate models has crucial impacts [Satheesh et al., 2006a, 2008] especially concerning black carbon (BC) aerosols as coating on BC particles can enhance their absorption of solar radiation [Jacobson, 2000; Mikhailov et al., 2006], with large impacts on the semi-direct aerosol effect by modifying cloud properties and boundary layer evolution [Ackerman et al., 2000; Feingold et al., 2005].

[3] Up to now, most of global models describe aerosols as externally mixed although some recent works have shown that a core-shell treatment of particles should be more realistic, leading to significant differences in aerosol optical properties, compared to externally or internally homogeneous mixed states. Jacobson [1999] reported that for a model in which particles are treated in ‘core shells’ mixing approach agrees well with surface irradiance observations at Riverside and Claremont (USA). Over Asia, Satheesh et al. [2006b] reported that assuming aerosols in core-shells form (BC in shell and dust in core) improve considerably the comparisons between observed and simulated surface irradiance. Chandra et al. [2004] and Dey et al. [2008] have shown that over tropical Indian Ocean and during the summer monsoon season, model and observations agree well in cases of dust particles coated with BC.

[4] This work consists to infer the most probable mixing state of aerosols over the European continent by using an optical constrain [Mallet et al., 2005]. The principle of this study is to compute aerosol column-averaged SSA from CHIMERE model simulations [Bessagnet et al., 2004] for three different mixing states: internally homogeneous, core-shell and external and to compare them with SSA issued from AERONET retrievals [Dubovik et al., 2000; Holben et al., 1998]. This work is focused on the European region, where few studies about the treatment of the particle mixing have been conducted in spite of the presence of different aerosol species.

[5] We emphasize on the heat wave of summer 2003, corresponding to large concentrations of absorbing BC and secondary (sulfates, nitrates, secondary organics) aerosols over Europe. Such climate conditions observed during summer 2003 and associated with intense wildfires over the Mediterranean region are expected to become more frequent in a future warmer climate [Moriando et al., 2006].

2. CHIMERE Modeling

2.1. General Set-up

[6] In this study, a version of CHIMERE for a domain covering the western Europe is used: from 14°W to 28°E in longitude and from 35°N to 58.2°N in latitude, with a constant horizontal resolution of 0.4° × 0.4°. The vertical grid contains 15 layers from surface to 500 hPa. The aerosol module is that described in the work of Bessagnet et al. [2004]. The modeled species are sulfates, nitrates, ammonium, primary organic and black carbon, secondary organic aerosols, sea salt, natural and anthropogenic dust and water. The gas-particle partitioning of the ensemble Sulfate/Nitrate/Ammonium is treated by the code ISORROPIA implemented in CHIMERE. Organic and BC emissions are issued from the Junker and Liousse [2008] study. Anthropogenic dust emissions are taken from EMEP inventory and...
natural dust are transported from boundary conditions calculated on a monthly base, and are locally produced within the domain after Vautard et al. [2005]. Fire emissions are taken into account and a detailed description of the emission dataset is given by Hodzic et al. [2007]. The MEGAN biogenic inventory was implemented in CHIMERE to estimate emissions of VOC and NO from vegetation. The particle size distribution ranges from about 40 nm to 10 µm and are distributed into 8 bins. Dynamical processes influencing aerosol population such as nucleation, coagulation, condensation/evaporation, adsorption/desorption, wet and dry deposition and scavenging are also taken into account.

2.2. Modeling of Aerosol Single Scattering Albedo

2.2.1. External Mixing

In the external treatment, we consider that each particle consists of only one chemical substance. Here, we used the Mie code published by Voschinnikov [2004] for calculating the extinction (Qext), scattering (Qscat) and absorption (Qabs) efficiency of a given species in each size bin. The overall simulated optical efficiencies are then the sum of the components aerosol ones [Hess et al., 1998]. The real and imaginary part of the refractive index of each aerosol species used to perform our simulations are reported by Mallet et al. [2005].

2.2.2. Internally Homogeneous Mixing

Here, we consider that the different aerosol species are "well-mixed" in each size bin. To reflect the chemical and optical average of all the contributing species, the refractive index is calculated from the refractive indexes of pure species by the volume weighting method [Lesins et al., 2002]. Similarly, a mean particle density is determined. The extinction, scattering and absorption efficiencies of a single particle are calculated using the Mie theory for homogeneous sphere [Voschinnikov, 2004]. The methodology developed by Wu et al. [1996] for a sectional aerosol distribution is then used to retrieve the optical properties of the total aerosol population.

2.2.3. Core-Shell Mixing

The radiative module concerning the core-shell treatment is detailed in the work of Mallet et al. [2005]. Here, the extinction, scattering and absorption efficiencies of a single particle are computed with the n-layer spheres algorithm and the radiative properties of the total aerosol distribution by using the methodology of Wu et al. [1996]. In our simulations, primary aerosols (soot and mineral dust) are assumed to be the core. Here, "soot" is referenced as a mixture of BC and organic carbon [Jacobson, 2000]. Secondary particles (sulfates, nitrates, ammonium, secondary organic aerosols) and sea salt are assumed to be the shell material. The real and imaginary parts of the core and the shell have been determined using a volume average procedure [Lesins et al., 2002].

3. Period of Simulation and AERONET Retrievals

To infer the most probable mixing state of aerosols over European region, column-averaged SSA was computed from 1 July to 10 August 2003 over a domain covering western Europe for three different mixing cases and compared with AERONET retrieved SSA values.

The meteorological conditions in July and the first half of August 2003 over Europe was characterized by the persistence of anticyclonic conditions and exceptionally high temperatures favorable to the accumulation of primary particulate matter and an important formation of secondary aerosols, which led to the development of a large scale pollution episode particularly intense during the first ten days of August 2003 [Vautard et al., 2005]. Figure 1 shows mean PM2.5 surface concentrations simulated by CHIMERE and averaged over the first ten days of August 2003. In this figure, the wide extent of the pollution episode is clearly illustrated with mean PM2.5 surface concentrations ranging from 15 to 30 µg/m³ over a large part of France, Benelux, Western Germany and Northern Italy and peaks reaching 40 µg/m³ over Portugal where intense wildfires occurred during the heat wave of 2003 [Hodzic et al., 2007]. For comparison with observed data, we use daily mean observations of PM2.5 from 10 background air quality monitoring sites located in Figure 1 (triangles). PM2.5 observations are fairly well estimated by the CHIMERE model with a mean underestimation in the range 10–25 % following the monitoring sites and an averaged one over the stations of 20 % mainly due to unidentified emission sources not accounted for in CHIMERE. However, with CHIMERE, concentrations of major aerosol species (nitrates, sulfate, ammonium and organic carbon) have been extensively validated in other studies [Bessagnet et al., 2004; Honoré et al., 2008]. Such important levels of pollution were higher than normally observed in summer [Tressol et al., 2008] and were associated with high aerosol optical thickness over Europe [Hodzic et al., 2007].

For the summer 2003 period, level 2.0 and 1.5 (when level 2.0 was not available) SSA retrievals from 10 AERONET sites (Figure 3 and Table S1 of the auxiliary material) located as...
well close to as far from aerosol sources are considered. The Dubovik et al. [2000] algorithm derives the aerosol size distribution and refractive index to calculate the AERONET SSA for the whole atmospheric column. In our study, we set the AERONET SSA uncertainty to ±0.04 by using only the data corresponding to aerosol optical thickness (at 440 nm) >0.2 [Dubovik et al., 2000].

4. Results and Discussion

[11] The modeled column-averaged SSA (at 440nm) is calculated as follows:

\[
SSA(440\text{nm}) = \sum_{k=0}^{nl} SSA_k(440\text{nm}) \times \frac{AOT_k(440\text{nm})}{AOT_{tot}(440\text{nm})}
\]

where SSA_k and AOT_k are respectively the single scattering albedo and aerosol optical thickness of the layer k, AOT_{tot} is the aerosol optical thickness of the whole atmospheric column and nl is the number of model layer.

[14] Critical points in SSA calculations concern the (1) BC mass distribution, and (2) the choice of the BC refractive index. Figure 2 gives examples of simulated aerosol size distribution time-averaged between 1 July and 10 August of 2003 at Lille. Figure 2a displays simulated BC mass size distributions at the ground that are unimodal with a median radius \( r \sim 0.05 \, \mu m \) for the external treatment and a larger one over the range \( 0.05-0.1 \, \mu m \) for the internal treatment due to coagulation and absorption processes between species. The obtained BC mass size distributions are found to be in agreement with those measured during the ESCOMPTE and POVA experiments by Mallet et al. [2003] and Jaffrezo et al. [2005]. In addition, the column volume size distribution for the total aerosol population simulated by CHIMERE (internal mixing case) is compared with AERONET retrievals. Two different modes in the accumulation (\( r \sim 0.1-0.2 \, \mu m \)) and coarse (\( r > 1 \, \mu m \)) size range (Figure 2b) are simulated and fit well with AERONET retrievals.

[15] In a second time, sensitivity tests have been performed on the BC refractive index by using the values of 1.75–0.44i [Hess et al., 1998] and 1.95–0.66i [Bergström, 1972]. The SSA calculated values are then compared with those obtained with the reference value of 1.87–0.569i [Marley et al., 2001] used thereafter in our simulations (REF). These tests indicate discrepancies on the modeled SSA of ±0.01 for the external and core-shell aerosol mixing and ±0.02 for the internally homogeneous one. Moreover, in the absence of extensive validation of BC mass concentrations simulated by CHIMERE, we evaluated the impact of an increase/decrease of 20% of simulated BC mass concentrations on modeled SSA, showing a discrepancy of ±0.02 for the three aerosol mixing states. These two types of sensitivity tests indicate that one can reasonably consider cumulative uncertainties on modeled SSA of ±0.03 for the

Figure 2. Time average between 1 July and 10 August 2003 at the site of Lille of (a) the simulated BC mass size distributions at the ground for the external and internal mixing and (b) the column volume size distribution of the total aerosol population simulated by CHIMERE (internal mixing) and retrieved by AERONET.

Figure 3. (a) Temporal evolution of daily mean SSA at 440 nm spatial-averaged over 10 AERONET sites from 1 July to 10 August 2003 for an aerosol external mixing (ext), internally homogeneous mixing (hom), core-shell mixing (cshell) along with corresponding AERONET observed values. The error bars represent the uncertainty range of observed (±0.04 [see Dubovik et al., 2000]) and modeled (calculated from sensitivity tests described in section 4) SSA. (b) Time-averaged simulated SSA core-shell REF (at 440 nm) at the surface (SSA_{surf}) between 1 July and 10 August 2003 and locations of the 10 AERONET sites (circles).
Table 1. Mean SSA at 440 nm Time-Averaged Between 1 July and 10 August 2003 and Spatial Averaged Over 10 AERONET Sites and Corresponding Spatio-temporal Correlation $R_{\text{spatio-temp}}$ for the Three Hypotheses on Aerosol Mixing State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean SSA(440nm)</th>
<th>$R_{\text{spatio-temp}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AERONET</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External mixing</td>
<td>0.94 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internally homogeneous mixing</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core-shell mixing</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R_{\text{spatio-temp}}$ is the correlation calculated using the total number of SSA samples (N = 969) on the 10 AERONET sites for the whole study period (1 July to 10 August of 2003).

5. Conclusion

Three different mixing scenarios of aerosols are tested during the intense heat wave of summer 2003 over Europe characterized by large concentrations of biomass burning and urban/industrial aerosols. Column-averaged simulated SSA is compared with the AERONET retrieved SSA, revealing clearly that primary aerosols (soot and mineral dust) coated with secondary species as treated by the core-shell method stands for as the most probable mixing state of aerosols over Europe. Indeed, the mean modeled core-shell SSA (0.89 ± 0.03) is close to the observed one (0.90 ± 0.04). The external and “pure” internally homogeneous approaches result respectively in higher (0.94 ± 0.03) and lower (0.80 ± 0.04) mean modeled SSA as compared to AERONET.
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